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ABSTRACT. With tho availability of intense sources it has been possible to observe 
non I inoar t'ffocls in dipolo momonts in interactions where only two energy levels take part. 
Using the goometrical roprosentation for Schrodingor equation the expectation value for n^n- 
linear comjiorK'iit of dipole moment has been obtained. I t has boon demonstrated that a 
ponminont dipolo moment must be present in the system for generating this effect. The non- 
I inoar of)mponoiit is soon to be appreciable for w =  « i2 and a =- <012/2- <lopendance of this 
('omponont on tho angle between the induced dipole moment and the oscillating field is shown 
to bo ^  Cos^  0 sin 0
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The dipole moment induced in an atom, designated as a system, is seen, in 
general, to be linear in the frequency of the applied field. But it is possible to 
observe dipole moment which is not linear in the frequency of the applied field 
by using more intense sources than ordinarily available ones.
This generation of the higher harmonics of the frequency of an electromag. 
nctic field interacting with a material system (or an atom) has boon of much interest
to times. (Franken and Ward. 1963). These proeesses, iovnlvmn
mi.It.p u,ton transitions, may bo oxplaine.1 by higher order pertnrbation theory 
Tin. «  requned to prednee these effeote ntnst be highly i n W  and re ^ a tly
J r i9o T L “Z ^  : ' 7trate tills eiTert' f f k magnitude of the optical maser sourtaa to demons.
so i t  is rcasonnWo < ■ * " '8 %  monochromatic and
(involving one tranriti^^^T^  ^ stationary energy states of the system
of the applied field i T i  or loss equal to the frequency
mting optied T ‘’ “ “ ‘“ “ I “
has been reported IVoslrn multiple photon transition
Tusmanov 1965) Thlle inveSv't ^  Tusmanov 1964; Klyshko and
the sublevels of the ground stafr^^f * magnetic dipole transition of
(DPPH). diphenyl picryl hydm .yl
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The object of this article is to demonstrate the generation of harmonics of 
the applied field frequency in the oases where only two levels are involved in the 
interaction and study the characteristics of the non-linear dipole moment.
In  the case of a two level system, a highei%harmonic generation will be pos- 
sible only if (i) there is a permanent dipole moi|icnt present in the system or (ii) 
if the induced dipole moment itself is non-lineaf in terms of the field. We shall 
discuss only the case (i). The fact that a perma|ient dipole moment is a necessity 
for the above mentioned processes has also beei| discussed in the restricted case 
of a magnetic dipole transition by Voskonyan, Kj|)rshko and Tusmanov (previous 
reference). We shall presently demonstrate a m ^e l, which is capable of explain­
ing the phenomenon for a more general situati<^.
F O R M U L A T I O N  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M
We start with a system of which only two non-degenerate energy levels are 
involved. The hovels are designated as level 1 with energy and level 2 with 
energy Their transition frequency is which is always positive.
(0la __ El JS?2
Only a monochromatic field is considered. The interaction coupling the system 
to the electromagnetic field is of electric dipole type (Senitzky 1962; Bonch) 
Bruevich et ah  ^ 1965); the int'Craction hamiltonian being :
F(0 - — ... (2.1 )
—  ^ — ►where /i is the electric dipole moment operator and is the applied field. The
field has been regarded as classical, but a quantum theoretical consideration does 
not change the results (Mandel and Wolf 1963). The diiK»le moment operator 
is assumed real for convenience.
The wave function of a two level sj^tem is written down as :
(2.2)
where is the wave function for state 1 and wave function for state 2, Uj
and Oj being the coefficients associated with them. The phase of is of little 
importance when only two energy levels are being considered.
The Schrodinger equation is then written down
(H+V)tir = iHdtjrdt (2.3)
H  is the hamiltonian for stationary states, with the exactly solvable eigen value equations
(<=»1,2) ... (2.4)
Substituting oqn. (2.2) into oqn. (2.3) we get
d(i dhuii
Multiplying this equation with rjr, from left, substituting oqn. (2.4) and using the 
property of ortl.onormality of =  .^-,) wo obtain :
Vn j. ... (2.5)
(it «fe
.and similar equal ion,s for a.,, ffli* and aJ* can be obtained. Fy is nothing but the 
expectation value of F .and is given by J iJrfViJfjdT (i,j ~  1, 2).
To (ind Ihe expectation value of the dipole moment operator //, directly, the 
geometrical representation of the Schrodinger equation (Feynman, Vernon, and 
Hellwortb lO.'iS) is lused.
Wt‘ eonstmet tli(‘ thrcM' real components of a 3-vector r : 
rj — aia*2+a*i«a
i(a^a*2^(^*i^2) •••
and also =  niai^-'ra2(i*2^ wliich is not independant.
For a normalised ^ ihe value of r,| is equal to 1 (Feynman el al, previous reference)
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So the equation of motion for r is, using eqn. (2.5)
dF toXr (2.7)
— >whore co is a vector in the same hypothetical coordinate system, with
... (2.8)6>o —' {^^ 12 ^2l)/^
(j>3 =
The expectation value of the electric dipole moment operator is directly 
given by :
</^> =
== i (0‘\^*i+0'\^*Maiirj+ai(lr^)d7 ... (2.9)
“  ®*i®i f  f*\!>' irydr-\-a*-jO^  J /  ^^ i/r jd r
+0*202 J
=  /‘u»'i+t{/‘u—/tja)»‘8+J(/«u+/t„).
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where /tj2 is understood to be /  when fi is real and hermitiaii
(Feynman et al., 1958, Previous Ref.) When the field is applied the contribu­
tion to the eqn. (2.9) is predominantly due to the first term, i.e., that component
of /I which accounts for the transition botwecm .the two stationary levels.
T H E  S O L U T I O N  
—► ’We assume the field to be sinusoidal (Eq E  cos of), then the form of the 
interaction is : '
V =  —fi * E  cos
=  - R e / f i B e - ’***^ ... (3 .1 )
The equation (2.7) reduces to :
Ht 9 // • N' —^ —► —>=  —r3 “/ ’2 sin cos
~  /'zz) • cos cos w/
dr 3
dt cos <ot-ri sin tot ... (3.2)
If one lU'glects //n/fe and in comparison Avith equation (3.2) are
formally similar to Bloch equations of magnetic susceptibility (Bloch 1946), but 
are more general, and can be solved exactly by the rotating coordinate method, 
(Archibald 1952) to find the value of linear dipole moment. But the presence of 
a time d< pcndanee in cog comixmeut complicates the situation.
The rotating coordinate transformation
f 'j =  cos
(r  ^sin cof—rg cos of). (3.3)
with its inverse
r, =  r 'j cos <at—r  ^sin <at 
r , =  r \  sin cd—r', cos <at (3.4)
r* — r\
gives us the equations :
dr'







(o'a =  A+5 cos at with A =  Wu—to; S =  —(/*u—/tjj) • EjH
We piHJceed by writiiiij for the r' eoinpoiienls :
f/r^ '/ /^f^ •|A^ -(l  ^cos wfJjj' =  0 
dr„'(U — [A+5 cos <)it}>\+yr^  =  0 
dr^’ldt -  yr^' ^  0
... (3.6)
TJiis s<-( of equatioJis is not exactly solvable, but i( is possible to solve them by 
an approximation.
I’d solve tht' equations (3.6) the following substitutions aie made .
*f OP
=  S M„(y,n»-oc
4-OP=  S v„{y,n»->oo ... (3.7)
^  »"«(y. S)e~^ 'inwl
ft IS easy to see that [n =  0) terms are nothing but the contributions to r, 
and r., which are linear in the applied field, whereas (« =  0) term in r, is non- oscillatory.
Substituting the equation (3.7) into equation (3.6) one gets :
in 6>
^«+ ~ ««+ \  ^ (?^„.x+v„+i) =  0
A 1 ^
y  “"“ 2 y =  0 ... (3.8)
m  6) r„-»„ == 0
We mtertuto 5 -  and .  |  .m l ^ ^  amimpUon
U ,n i.e inatand a . tbe n «« .ity observe the
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nou linear effects points out that S is indeed very much smaller tha t y. We now 
expand and r„ in powers of q to see how these terms depend on this para­
meter
«n(«) == SVpaO
fn(?) =  S  V„pq’’ (3.9)
rJa) =  S
These equations allow us to write eqtiationA (3.8), after picking up similar 
coefficients of q, in the form :
i ' - l  i J  i ' ~ l )  ~
tn 6) -l) +  ^ ‘ni» =  0 (3.10)
in CO ........  ^nv ‘^nv7
We shall also consider the symmotry properties of and r„, which arc ;
^i( -“?) =  ( — 1 . (3.11)
and
rn(-q) == (-i)X (^ r)
which moans in equations (3.9) only even terms of the combination /^+v will 
exist. An additional fact must also be considered : when q is zc;ro, /„ cannot have 
an oscillatory term dependant on w, as under such a circumstance the equations 
(3.6) can be shown to b<‘ exactly solvable. So tlio tenns like r^ o, are nonexis­
tent.
n^O ~  ••• (3*12)
Now we shall solve equations (3.10) for specific n and v.
For V =  0, the equations are independant of q, and reduce to the simpler 





»n0—«««0+ 'x 0 == 9
»‘n0—Vno == 0
(3.13)
I t  can be clearly seen, usiap: (iquation (3 .12 ) that for n 0,
“  unn^HO *’«0 ~  ^no^ no
which means no higher order solution w ill exist unless there is a permanent dipole 
moment present (d ^  0).
T  II  K N O .V L  I N K A K  i )  1 P  O K M O M E N T
Tlx- first order solutions of «„ and r„ wit h n — 1 give rise to and v„, values 
which give a eontrihutio.i to the value- of dipole moment which oscillates with a
li'oquency !?o.
The same approximation also gives a contribution to the linear part of the
—►
(Ji])olc m()j)K'nt (wpoctation value <  /i >  through 
AVritiiig equations (3.10) for n - -  1, v --  1
no , , 1
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?co—  - V-11 Ty ^^00 +^*Jl ^ (4.1)
Wc substitute the value of and from equations (3.13) =  y/Ar^
=  0) and get : 00
'//m = 2(a)2 —
1^1
Ufiy^
2A(6)2^ A 2- y 2) '()() ... (4.2)
These two terms give the majoi- eontrihutio.i to the part of dipole moment 
winch has a frequency of 2o>. The value of may also bo noted and this will 
^vc a correction to the expectation value of dijmle moment with a frequency of
»’u =  - 2A(m»—A*—y2) (4.3)
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Now collecting the values and tracing back the substitutions
r i  =  «oo+«ii2«~’“ ‘ +•••
r / =  + . . .  ... (4.4)
Collecting only the real values and operating inverse transformation eqn. (3.4)
2« 4(wa-A*-y*) [ ■ - I ]
®Zul ~ 4(w* .. (4.5)
D T 8 (' U S 8 1 O N
The equations (4.5) give us the value of non linear dipole moment, both the 
non oscillatory part and tlu* part whieh has a dependance on 2o>. The non oscil­
latory contribution to the expectation value, using eqn, (2,9) is
— ^
^  r„o+K'^hi-722)»-oo+|Jn+72v) D4(0)i2—(o)(co2 —A2_ y 2)
The 2 CO dependant part is. m^glecting the second order term in :
________________.4( CO,2 —  w)f U^ —\oii2— — y*l r^ o cos 2 6)/ (5.2)
As wo are dealing with higli frequencies, one can neglect y* in comparison with 
o)* in equations (5.1) and (5.2). This only nif'ans that field saturation is not consi­
dered. Then equations (5.1) and (6.2) reduce to :
»’oo+l(/''ii+/'*a)
<fC r¥ .24(«,g—m)(2w—M|j)- foft cos 2«t ... (5.3)
In general, for a complex value of dipole moment, the value of <!/t> must 
contain r, contribution, which is :
=  ■■ ---- roo sin 2 <at"  • 4(uui— ... (5.4)
Those two equations, oqn. (5.3) and (5.4), show an interesting Jiroperty of the 2w —> —>dependant part of < //>  that is, < /(> 2<o ■ One gets the maximum value for
for two ^"allles of co : o> — co,2 and co =  In the second case the
value of < //>  w lias already fallen off, so that at 2co the effect of
<./i>^2 'vilJ he (*asily observed. Both the (‘ffects-givino’ rise to an absorption 
of second hannonie power can be in principle observiid.
The (‘({nations (5.3) and (5.4) do not imm(Mliately display saturation duo to 
fiiiit(‘ widtli of (MU'Pgy l(^ vels. But as pointed out by Haakon d  al. (flaaken, der 
Agobian and Pauthi(‘r 19()5), one can directly take into account this effect by 
roplaiMiig (0,2 by a conif)l(>x ({uaniity coj^+Z/F; Avhere F has the significance of a 
relaxation time. The equations (5.3) and (5.4) also point out that the orientation
of the oscillating field attects the value of < / /> 2 o^ in a V('ry different manner than —► —► —> —>.the value of < //>  y directly depends o n t h a t  if the angle be-
tw('(in //|2 and K is 0 ;  them the angular depondanco of < //>  (o is
~  eoH^  0
when we coiusider i( in the direction of the apj)lied fi(4d. It will show a maximum
at 0  =  0 and drop off to zero at 0  =  v/2. But the dependance, of is
as follows :
~  (/iii}H)[(Mn~/h3) ■ ■ A’)
A is th(' unit vector in the direction of A\
Ifone uses a static (non o.seillating) field to separate the levels (as the strong
stati^.uagnctic field in a Bloch system) 2 .  will he in the direction of this field
it. This is evident from the fact that the 
th - permanent d.pole moment may then be denoted by the perpendicular <r
</*>zo: is:
y s in f ^
This is, of course, strictly true for the part, of , ucase <0 =  <,) . value hna f \ -F  when w =  cou/j. In the
j  ° ^ considered and the expression is expected to be
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more involved.
<loM not < / '> « ..  wher^2o »  „o».
0  =  0. Thp maximum occurs at about 0  -- 35°. Such a result has been 
verified in the case of a magnetic dipole transition by Voskonyan et al. 
(Voskonyan et od. 1964).
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